
CANADA-U.S. BORDER NOT EXACTLY 
WHERE EVERYBODY THOUGHT IT WAS 

Nations are defined by their borders. And Canada's bor
der - as every kid in school knows - is the 49th parallel. 

The longest undefended border in the world. The politi
cal line in the sand that dictates the costs of everything from 
housing to health care. The mysterious linguistic border 
crossing at which the American "uh-huh" yields to the Ca
nadian "eh." 

Or so we always thought. But in many places, it turns 
out, the 49th parallel is not our border after all. If it were, 
chunks of territory now officially part of the U.S. would be
long to Canada. And vice versa. 

The border is, in fact, a line of bronze boundary monu
ments that weave back and forth across the true 49th 
parallel like a staggering drunk. 

Blame it on surveyors from both countries, who, in 
1857-76, long before the age of satellite technology, were 
forced to use less-than-accurate surveying methods. 

But the fact is, Canada's southern border, running 2,100 
kilometres from the Pacific Ocean east to Ontario-Man
itoba-Minnesota, is not where our forebears intended it to 
be. 

So, exactly where is it? 
That's what The Vancouver Sun set out to discover 

when it asked the International Boundary Commission in 
Ottawa to provide new border calculations based on up
dated technology, including satellite global positioning. 

The results show Canada's gains and losses- both on the 
49th parallel as well as on the Yukon and Quebec borders
depend exactly where you are standing. 

For example, where the 49th parallel runs along B.C.'s 
southern border in Greater Vancouver- home to Canada's 
costliest real estate- the boundary greatly favors the U. S. 

Boundary way off 
In the 60-kilometre section of international border be

tween Tsawwassen and Somas, the officially recognized 
boundary is up to 267 metres north of the true 49th parallel. 

That's right, America on Canadian soil. Oceanside cot
tages in sleepy Point Roberts, duty-free shops at Pacific 
Highway, prime farmland in Lynden and three blocks of 
business and residential homes in Somas. 

All that land could be Canada's, if only the surveyors 
had got it right. 

"I guess in another part of the world they'd be doing bat
tle over it," said Reform MP John Cummins, whose 
constituency extends to the border. "It's just one of those 
curious things of history." 

Cummins said he isn't about to lead an armed rebe!lion 
to retake the tiny U.S. peninsulaofPoint Roberts- a popular 
place for Canadians to drink beer and fill up with with cheap 
milk and cheese. 

He doubts the Americans are interested in stirring up 
trouble, either. 
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"What's there is there, it's best to leave well enough 
alone. On the American side, I don't think there's too many 
who want to come up and enjoy our tax regime.' 

As the 49th parallel moves east across the Prairies to 
Lake of the Woods, Canada makes up for its losses in south
westernB.C. 

The greatest discrepancy in Canada's favor is a bronze 
monument 363 metres offkilter; about 30 kilometres east of 
the border crossing at Coutts, Alta.-Sweetglass, Mont. 

. Canada is74 metres to the good at Estevan, Sask., and 126 
metres at Lake of the Woods. 

Canada comes out ahead 
Tally up all the inconsistencies in the border- as did Carl 

Gustafson, the commission's senior engineer in Ottawa -
and Canada comes out ahead by 67.2 square kilometres of 
land. 

Officials in the U.S. are as surprised as anybody to hear 
that. 

In Montana, which shares its northern border with B. C., 
Alberta and Saskatchewan, the assistant attorney-general 
was unaware the boundary discrepancy existed at all, much 
less in Canada's favor. 

"You might not want to write this article," warned Har
ley Harris from the state capital of Helena. "You'll get 
yourself in trouble." 

Harris questioned what would happen if huge deposits 
of natural resources were discovered in the zone between 
where the border is and where it should have been. 

"It's interesting," he said. 'The pertinent question is- if 
there were valuable minerals - oil or gas and the state had a 
plausible claim to it - whether we might need to look at it 
more carefully." 
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